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We had been directed to move to Monterey to open the 
Mary Magdalene Portal because we are Mary Magdalene. 
We were told that this would be an experiential learning 
experience because it had never been done before. My 
understanding at that time was that I was supposed to 
give these workshops to teach people the experience of 
opening portals.

However, after the people had gathered for my workshop 
in Monterey that summer, we were to learn that what we 
had been told was that it would be an actual 
EXPERIENCE for us.

The day that the workshop was to begin, Joe was 
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possessed by three demons. He died. He was dead, but I 
was told by one thousand angels that none of them could 
bring Joe back to life. Only I could bring him back to life. 
Yes, this all happened during the time of the workshop, 
about the same time as your family reunion.

That was when I was told that I was Mary Magdalene and 
Joe was also Mary Magdalene, so I could bring him back 
to life by placing my Soul in him. That was the beginning 
of a very long story. That was the first time Joe died. The 
second time he died was when he was hit by a ten ton 
truck and then seven more cars ran over his body. The 
first time I had placed my soul in Joe and the second time 
I had wrapped my Spirit around Joe and lifted him out of 
the virtual reality experience that was seen on Earth. My 
angel team told me that Joe was dead in both sitations.

However, the reason that he was dead is what is the most 
important thing that needs to be known on Earth right 
now. The Soul of Mary came to Earth this time as both 
male and female. We needed to become one. God needed 
to have a Soul on Earth that is both male and female at 
the same time.

And God needed to have the demonic racelines removed 
from the Earth before we could open the twelve ascension 
portals, or the demonic racelines would had taken over 
planet Earth and they would had taken over the Universe.

This was how the story began. I was told by Elaika and 
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Jesus that Joe and I are Creator Beings. Our Soul came 
from the Creation Realm. The real Jesus and Mary 
Magdalene are from the Creation Realm, we are not from 
the Universal Realm where the Angels placed their 
offspring. It was never Mother Mary who was the Creator 
Being. She did give birth to Jesus, but the experience of 
his birth was given to God by Jesus, not by Mother Mary. 
The reason Jesus was sent to Earth was to find Mary 
Magdalene, who is also a Creator Being. The reason that 
we were to find each other was for the mission of creating 
Mother God. This story has never been told on Earth or 
even in the Universe. Jesus gave me the privledge of 
being the one to tell this great story. Of course, he was the 
one who told the story to me, and only to me. The entire 
channeled dialogue may be heard on our you tube 
channel, Mary Magdalene, Singing Mermaid, and on my 
CD recording titled Mary Magdalene's Greatest Love 
Story at Amazon.

Jesus told me that there are 47 of us Creator Beings on 
Earth, and we are here because this is a Universal 
Ascension that needed to be streamed through Cosmic 
Consciousness. Almost half of those Creator Beings have 
found me at my website because they contain 
programming in their cellular memory to be directed to 
me through certain words and phrases that I use.

Jesus told me to find one channeler who is a Creator 
Being to be my channel. I was directed to Jim Charles in 
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New York because he is Elaijah. Elaijah is now speaking 
on Earth to prepare for the appearance of Jesus, who has 
very recently begun speaking on Earth. He will never use 
the name Jesus this time. He might call himself the seed 
of the future because he is seeding a new understanding 
for the consciousness of the place called Terra Ha,which is 
the fourth dimensional Earth.

The final piece of the very long story that has been 
written in the last twenty books that I have written over 
these past years is the piece of the story when Mary and 
Mary, or Angela and Joe will Turn into Light and 
reappear on the place that cannot be seen by those in the 
third dimension. The only way to get to that place without 
dying, going to the Over Soul for awhile then choosing to 
move to the next dimension, is to turn into light. This 
means the body actually turns into a plasma body that 
can be seen first in the room and then in the sky and then 
within a minute the body turns into a flash of light and 
disappears.

Jesus told me that there will be a body waiting for me in 
Terra Ha-  that I will walk into. Terra Ha is the New 
Earth, the place where Earth will also shift into union 
with. Joe will also walk into a body on Terra Ha. The 
Creators will stay on Terra Ha for several years just so 
that we can learn to understand more about what people 
in these dimensions experience, and then we will all go 
together back to the Creator Realm.
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My father, Howard Schwing is now living in Terra Ha. My 
Aunt Edith is still in the Over Soul going through 
heavenly processing. She will probably move to Terra Ha 
next year. Howard also told me that all of his family is in 
Terra Ha. He said he spoke to them for a few days,but he 
is now more interested in taking as many space ship rides 
as he can. He told me he has traveled to many planets and 
Galaxies already. He told me that he learned how great I 
am when he arrived, and how very powerful that I am. He 
also told me that I would be with Jesus and travel with 
him. I don't know how much he knows about Jesus and I, 
but it sounds like he might know something that I have 
not been told yet. Howard learned that he had been the 
father of Mary Magdalene and Shakespear. Yes, Victor is 
Shakespear. And Betty is King George.

We do not need to die to ascend into the Fourth 
Dimension. We must Turn into Light. I have written a few 
books on the process of Turning into Light. How it is done 
scientifically and spiritually and how it is done through 
Light ad Sound. 

My Twin Flame, Joe and I were told that we have been 
given permission by God to Turn into Light now because 
we did such a great job with the Ascension Portals, the 
removal of the Demons, and we have fulfilled the 
Prophecy of Gaia becoming the Savior of the Universe by 
creating these Ascension Portals that will maintain 
Eternity for this Universe. We can now use the same 
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Eternity Power that has been growing within my Portals 
to Turn ourselves into Light.

I have also been the one who was appointed the Greeter 
and the Hostess for the Original Ones who have been 
arriving on Earth since February. When they arrive I give 
them permission to use my Portals for their Ascension. 
They plan on being on Earth for another year or two 
before they fly through my Portals. This past year has 
been the wonderful experience of meeting twelve of the 
greatest Beings from seven other racelines, speaking to 
them personally and hearing their version of how they are 
going to guide those in our government to agree to allow 
First Contact. There have been many who have been 
speaking to our governments for many years, however, it 
will be the Original Ones who finally get the attention of 
the world.

It is the energy,frequencies and consciousness of these 
Original Ones who are now on their final Ascension Path 
together with the Consciousness of the 47 Creator Beings 
on Earth who are paving the path for Earth becomig a 
Universal Citizen and Gaia to allow eternal passage 
through Earth, who will soon be Terra Ha,  as the 
Ascension Path into a new Reality that has never existed 
before.

All of these things were possible because Joe survived the 
demons, allowed God to take them away, and then 
becoming the male and female soul that was reborn on 
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Earth.

We came to Earth as the female Mary- me and the male 
Mary- Joe. When Joe died I wrapped him into my Soul 
and we became the male female soul of oneness. This is 
what will change the future of the Universe.

The rest will take the following pages to explain.

MARY MAGDALENE'S QUANTUM ODYSSEY

As I begin writing this last book which capsulizes all of 
the pieces of my Cosmic Journey to Earth that were 
written as each of these steps leading to this final stage of 
Turning into Light, I now know that my time on Earth is 
much less than one year from today because I am now 
ready to write this book.

Elaika, my Cosmic Friend, who has been my greatest 
friend for trillions of years, told me that when I was 
thirteen years old and I became unconscious when I fell 
off of my horse and hit my head on a hard surface, there 
were a group of Creator Beings and Angels who carried 
me back to our home in the Creation Realm. Elaika told 
me that he had come to take me home because he had 
missed me so much. Elaika told me that I had been dead 
for awhile before I was unconscious because God needed 
to take my Soul home and create a kind of a Walk In of 
Mary Magdalene's Soul. Elaika told me that it really 
wasn't a Walk In, because I was already borth as Mary 
Magdalene. He said it was actually more like an upgrade 
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of my Soul, because my Entire Soul could not possibly 
come into Earth during birth.

Elaika said that he took me home to prepare me to be able 
to write this last book. He said when I write this last book 
is when I will be ready to Turn into Light.

Elaika and Jesus are the two Creator Beings who have 
been working with me most closely for the past  twelve 
years in helping me understand myself as a Cosmic 
Creator Being, and I have been transcribing every word 
that they say to me into my Diaries. There are seven 
Diaries of Mary Magdlane, and other books describing the 
process I have gone through as I created the twelve 
Ascension Portals, removed Demons from Earth, brought 
four million racelines to Earth for a visit, and invited 
seven leaders of Original RaceLine Groups to Earth to use 
my portals for ascension.

Elaika told me that I can write this book any way I choose 
to because I am a Creator Being, and we are the ones who 
write the history of the planets to be what we want them 
to be when we complete an Ascension.

I told him that I want Joe to be the hero in this story,just 
as Jesus was the hero in my last story. In fact, the reason 
that they are both heros is for the exact same reason-- me.

EXPERIENCING TURNING INTO LIGHT

How can you know about something that you have not 
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experienced?  How can you feel it when you do not know 
what it feels like? How can you know what to experience 
until you have already experienced it?

These were the wise words that Jesus of Nazareth gave to 
me during our December First Channeling Session, when 
I asked him to tell me more about Turning into Light.

But, when it happens you, you will say, "OH, THERE IT 
IS. I am experiencing it now.

And then there will be another little experience, and you 
will know, and you will say, oh there it is."

I have had more and more of these tingling sensations 
and experiences through my chakras intersecting at 
higher and higher dimensions and sending floods of 
energy into my Seals. The energy always begins at the 
Heart Chakra or SEAL area because that is the closest to 
where the Soul Kingdom resonates out into the entire 
Cosmos and collects all of the energy from all of the Suns 
in this Universe. I feel all of the Light Energy from all of 
the Stars and Suns of the Universe flowing directly into 
my chest area, or fourth Seal area and then down to the 
third Seal area and down into the Solar Plexus and 
flowing through a pathway from the Second Seal and all 
the way over to the bottom of the Tail Bone in the caucsuc 
duc area.

That is where the pathway up the spinal cord begins 
where there are millions of neuro transmitters located 
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along the spine that  send messages through the entire 
body and then up to the top of the spine into the Medulla 
Oblangata where the spine and the mind intersect. This 
would actually be the place where the 8th, 9th and 10th 
chakras intersect and then send the spark into the mid 
brain area where the sixth chakra intersects with the 8.9 
and 10th and sends a connection to the pituitary gland to 
create the Souls vision through the third eye area and 
also directly up to the top of the head where there is an 
intersection with the seventh chakra connecting directly 
upward with the 12th chakra which connects with the 
13-15 dimesional frequencies of cosmic transformation.

When Jesus was speaking to me he said, you do not need 
to know all of these things scientifially because there will 
be sensations in the body that just happen. He said, how 
could you know things that you have not experienced yet?

He is absolutely correct. When I was studying the 
Keylontic Science that showed me where the chakras and 
seals intersect, and I was taught by Ashayana Deane how 
to FIRE THE COUSHAS, I learned how to feel and 
experience this UNKNOWN, UN EXPERIENCED reality 
that was supposed to happen sometime in the future. 
Even at that time of the training in 2005, we were told 
that we were preparing the body for an experience that 
would happen in 2017.

So, there was a lot known about the future even back in 
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the early part of ascension training.

I remember spending more time on that part of the 
ascension training than any other part. Ashayana called 
this firing the coushas because she was demonstrating the 
shift from the akashic records of the old memories and 
records of the physical realm into the transformation of a 
new set of records and realities stored in what she called 
the COUSHIC records of the Spiritual Parallel Reality.

These methods that she used to teach these things were 
quite successful because now this reality is happening to 
me, and I fully understand what is happening because of 
her method of teaching it.

I also have a keen understanding of the sensations in my 
body at this time of the transformation because of the 
teachings of Ramtha, who gave us minute step by step 
details of how everything in the brain works both 
scientifically and spiritually aligned with the Soul.

In my last conversation with Jesus I checked with him on 
a few things that I had been taught by Ramtha. Jesus 
always begins by saying that he loves Ramtha very much, 
and he thinks Ramtha did totally understand all of the 
Spiritual Sense of how this wonderful Spirituality works, 
but he then brought the spiritual down into this science. 
Jesus believes this science is not needed to understand 
spirituality. Jesus says Ramtha's teaching is not a 
spiritual teaching. It is a scientific teaching.
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I then asked him to compare the teachings of Abraham 
Hicks as being purely spiritual rather than scientific. 
Jesus agreed that the Abraham teachings were much 
more spiritual.

Also, if you look back at the information that I shared 
from channelings from a year ago, Elaika and Jesus had 
explained to me that many of the teachings on Earth are 
coming from those channeling beings from other 
dimensions who are just trying to give us an example of 
how THEY acheived ascension. However, Jesus and 
Elaika are from the Cosmic Realm, and in the Cosmic 
Realm we have a much higher VERSION of Ascension 
and Reality that has not yet been given to or understood 
on this Planet. The teachings of Bashar come from the 
Fifth Dimensional Realm of the Essassanes, who are a 
Grey Race Line.

The teachings of Kryon come from ideas in the Fifth 
Dimension of Pleiades.

There are also many fifth dimensional star children on 
Earth. This just means that their Soul from the Fifth 
Dimension was born into this third dimensional Earth so 
that they could achieve their Mission here on Earth. 
Those who are here on Earth as the Soul of the Fifth 
Dimensional Understanding are here for reasons that 
support the reason that Mary Magdalene is on Earth from 
the Cosmic Realm.
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I am here to arrange for and guide the landing of space 
ships from the Cosmic Realm and those Star Children are 
here to prepare the Stargates that will allow many to land 
on Earth through these Stargates that they opened into 
the Fifth Dimension. That portal to the Fifth needed to be 
opened in order for the Fourth Dimensional Terra Ha to 
achieve activation.

BACK TO MY STORY ABOUT USING SPIRITUAL AND 
SCIENTIFIC METHODS

The thing about MARY MAGDALENE- Me, is I was able 
to read the complete Science and Health, with keys to the 
scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy, when I was four years 
old. The reason for this was that it was me, Mary 
Magdalene, who wrapped my spirit around Mary Baker 
Eddy in  the early 1800's when she slipped on the ice and 
broke her back. I had held her in my  spirit for several 
weeks in order to return her life. I later learned that I had 
done the same thing for Jesus when he was nailed to the 
cross, and for Joe when he was struck by the ten ton 
truck.

While Mary Baker Eddy was within the Consciousness of 
my Spirit was when this Spiritual Understanding of her 
healing came to her. Before her accident, Eddy had been a 
teacher of QUIMBY's Science of mind over matter. After 
Eddy's accident, she was directed to write the Science and 
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Health and create the Christian Science Church.

The teachings of Eddy were discovered by me when I was 
four years old for a very important reason. It was as if I 
had channeled this reality into Eddy so that it would exist 
on Earth when I would place my Soul - Mary Magdalene-
into this person, Angela Barnett, who would find that 
book and allow her to remember everything about 
Spiritual Reality.

This spiritual teaching said man is not material, he is 
spiritual. I learned that spirituality was invisible and that 
the real self that I am, really is the spiritual invisible. The 
only Science in this teaching is the formula that man is 
made in the image and likeness of God, so if someone 
looks at each of the aspects of God; man can reflect each 
and every one of those aspects of God within himself. This 
was not the tye of spiritual science that began to appear 
on Earth in the 2000's. The new science was brought to 
Earth because there was a tiny little hole broken into the 
phsyical sciences through the discovery of QUANTUM 
SCIENCE. This science was never accepted completely 
into the scientific community, and it grew more and more 
into the Alternative, New Age movements, which did 
parallel the Spiritual Reality of Christ's teachings. 

I had been thinking that this Quantum Science approach, 
New Age teachings and Keylontic Science could be the 
completion of the Christian Science that I had left in the 
consciousness fields of Mary Baker Eddy when she saw 
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me on her death bed. However, according to Jesus of 
Nazareth, the Scientific Methods and the Spritual 
Methods are completely different. But, Jesus did tell me 
that EVERY PERSON should use what works for them. 
Most of all, we just want every one to discover the 
magnificence of God.

I completely agree with what Jesus is telling me about not 
knowing what the experience of turning into light feels 
like until I have had that experience. However, Mary 
Magdalene has turned into light on this planet  and on 
other planets before. So, that Experience is actually 
within my Akashic Records and in my Coushic Records, 
because Mary is a Cosmic Being.

So, my experience on Earth, my reality this time has been 
a combination of remembering these spiritual truths, first 
in Sunday School, next through Metaphysical Teachings, 
which are still completely Spiritual because they use 
ideas and meditations that allow the feelings and inner 
knowings of spiritual comfort by the alignment of ideas 
about God and the Spiritual Realm.

I started studying Joel Goldsmith's Infinite Way teachings 
and the Masters of the Far East when I was about ten 
years old. Goldsmith's approach was to fill the mind with 
the absolute truth of the ALLNESS, the 
OMNIPRESENCE, the OMNISCIENCE of God being 
every where and in all things. 
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So, this is what Jesus meant by the choice of just studying 
the purely spiritual throught teachings and meditations, 
and the other way was studying this exact same reality 
using scientific methods.

I completely agree with Jesus that I already knew 
everything that I needed to know by the time I was in 
high school because I had already studied all of the best 
Spiritual Sources completely between four years old and 
20 years old. I already had sixteen years in which every 
step of my life was directed and governed by the spiritual 
presence living my life for me. I rarely got sick. There may 
have been two or three times during that period when I 
experienced illness, but I was able to heal it within less 
than a day.

I continued using my inner knowingness of what I had 
learned during those years in all of my life experiences 
including college and work experience. I was taught that 
God already graduated because he already knew 
everything, and that since I was the image and likeness of 
God, I had also already graduated and contained within 
me all infinite knowledge.

I received mostly perfect scores on all of my work in 
school. I obtained three masters degrees and a Doctorate 
degree very quickly and easily because I just kept 
knowing that I AM THAT I AM and God already 
graduated.
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I was always a musician. I began playing the piano and 
singing at a young age. It was always my first love.  When 
I found my TWIN FLAME Soul Mate-- the other half of 
Mary Magdalene's Soul, we were playing in a Jazz Band.

After being together for 35 years on this Earth, we feel it 
is appropriate that the last music that we leave behind is 
our COSMIC JAZZ because it is a full circle from where 
we found each other and how we grew into learning to 
become Mary Magdalene together, including being raised 
from the dead a total of five times in this journey.

Jazz had always been Joe's greatest love. I started with 
classical music, so it took me awhile to completely grow 
into the ultimate freedom and expansion that jazz gives to 
music so far beyond that of the classical structure. We 
learned together how to expand music light years beyond 
Jazz and back into the Cosmic Jazz that we used to create 
in the Cosmic Realm as Creator Beings who actually 
created many of the Novas, SuperNovas, Star Systems, 
Galaxies, and Portals that connect all together though the 
Music of the Spheres.

So,back to what Jesus said. He told me that we can't 
actually know the feeling of turning into light until we 
begin to experience it. The experience comes in little 
flashes, in the firing of the coushas, in electrical surges, 
and then it is felt through these huge infusions at a 
microscopic level that have the feeling of plasma or 
essence or something much finer and purer than 
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electricity.

I have had all of these experiences many times so far. The 
reason that I am able to know these feelings, and 
understand these feelings is because of the scientific 
methods. However, I would not comprehend the full 
spiritual feelings and knowing at this scientific level 
unless I had gone through those twenty years of 
metaphysical truths saturating every cell in my  body.

The main point that Jesus was making for me is that 
when he begins his teachings on Earth in the VERY 
NEAR FUTURE, he will not expect the common people 
whom he is speaking with to be able to understand God 
through any lofty scientific reasoning. Jesus mission on 
Earth is simply to restore the human confidence that 
there is a God who loves them deeply and profoundly and 
unceasingly, and would never want any harm to come to 
HIS CHILDREN.

Jesus will not use the name Jesus, or any of the names 
associated with that name. He will be known through his 
works. He will bestow a heartfelt message and feeling 
that is so strong that it will be OBVIOUS that he is the 
true Christ. He will not even use the word Christ because 
we are actually moving into the time when the truth will 
be known that Jesus and Mary are COSMIC BEINGS of 
LIGHT. We are no longer the UNIVERSAL CHRIST who 
brought the Cosmic Light into the Universe. We are now 
the light that has been given to the Universe through 
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Gaia.

We are now bringing the Cosmic Light, the Original Ones 
are landing on Earth  who are Ascending from the Cosmic 
Realm. The completion of the Mother Father God 
Consciousness from the Cosmic Realm will come to Earth 
because the Original Ones, who contain the 
Consciousness of the Cosmic Realm will fly their Space 
Ships through Mary Magdalene's Central Ascension 
Portal. When the Original Ones from the Racelines who 
were always Christic in Nature, with no need for 
hybridization programs to FIX the problems in our 
Universal Species when they fly through my Portal. That 
Original Perfect Consciousness that was created by God 
in his image and likeness will be restored within the Body 
of Earth, the Body of her Soul, Gaia and Gaia's OverSoul 
Consciousness of Eternity.

This Central Ascension Portal was created from the 
Cosmic Realm connecting my Mary Magdalene 
Consciousness from my Original  "Of the Breath of Light" 
SELF (the name given to me by God) into the " Flame of 
the Eternal Sun" (the name given to Joe- my Twin Flame-
by God)  and to create a new Time Line of reality 
connecting that Consciousness from the times within all 
Creation when that Perfection of that Original 
Consciousness existed in the Star Space of the Els, 
Andromeda, Arcturia, Siria, Alpha Centauri, the Kreeaas, 
the Chikanas ,and all other Racelines who were 
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Originally based on the Cosmic Consciousness before any 
damage was done to the minds of all of God's children.

Most people do not realize what  a HUGE EVENT is 
taking place on Earth. This is a project that began over 
750 million years ago for the purpose of making this 
Universe, restoring this Universe, and finally making this 
Universe again as it will become a much greater Universe 
than ever before.

This project is Universal in nature. The Prophecy of Gaia 
becoming the Savior of the Universe is known throughout 
the Universe. The Mary Magdalene Ascension Portals will 
be known Eternally as the Entities who will allow this 
perfect Consciousness to flow through Earth, through 
Gaia and into the Universe forever.

Just as our bodies must have all past experiences 
removed and Cleared Out from our cellular memory 
before the Original StarDust consciousness can be 
established within each cell, the Earth's Portals also 
needed to be CLEARED out  of Mother Earths' Grids and 
Consciousness, before the Ascension Portals could open 
into a new timeline of reality.

The mission of Mary Magdalene included first removing 
the Demons from the hybernization zones of inner Earth 
before the Portals were opened. The Demons within 
Earth, who were the Consciousness puppets of the Fallen 
Angelic Races who fell because they chose to have sex 
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with mortal beings, needed to be removed from the 
Consciousness of Mother Earth.

Mary Magdalene's Twin Flame removed this demonic 
consciousness from Earth, which was a first step of 
preparing for the ascension. The second step was creating 
ascension portals and repairing stargates. First, I would 
like to talk a little more about the importance of removing 
the demons from within the Earth. 

Mary Magdalene and her Twin Flame came to Earth 
because there had to be ONE who would stand on Earth 
when opening her portals. Only one who has their Soul 
born into the matrix of the Earth is allowed to create such 
a Portal and to incript such a new timline into the 
Planetary Body from which they are born.

When my Twin Flame and I were opening the first Mary 
Magdalene Portal in Monterey, California, my Twin 
Flame, Joe, was possessed by three sets of demonic 
beings.

This was a planned event. We knew this would happen 
before we moved to Monterey, and we knew this would 
happen before we signed up for this mission in the Cosmic 
Realm.

We could not fully open the 12 Ascension Portals until the 
Demons who had entered into the Earth's hybernization 
zones were removed because if they remained within the 
Portals, when they were opened, the entire Universe 
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would be reigned by this lower frequency of creation. The 
Universe would had become the Anti Christ Universe if 
Joe had not allowed those demons to enter into his body 
while he fully remained uncompromizing in allowing them 
to seduce him into becoming one of them.

There were millions, and maybe billions of other Cosmic 
and Christic level beings in the Universe who were 
seduced by these fallen angelic demonic being types, who 
were trying to accomplish this exact same mission. There 
were entire racelines taken over with this exact same 
seduction technique. 

The reason that the fallen angelic, demonic, anti christic 
beings were successful during the first seeding and the 
second seeding, and much of the third seeding of these 
250 million ascenion timelines was because they knew the 
FORMULA.

The formula was if they could enter the body of a Female 
Christ Being, the male counter part or TWIN FLAME 
could not retrieve the female part of the Soul.

Since all of God's Creation had been based on the 
FATHER GOD agenda, there were always Male Souls 
playing these HEROIC RESCUE MISSIONS. Everything 
changed when Mary and Jesus were sent to Earth to 
allow God to experience Love in many forms between a 
male and a female CREATOR BEING, which was actually 
God himself within us. After the six years of Love Making 
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in infinite numbers of ways and having our child, 
Josiah,and the Love of Jesus being nailed to the cross for 
the purpose of demonstrating the love and forgiveness for 
those who were buried deep in the darkness of the lowest 
frequencies of the Universe, God was able to transform 
consciousness from Father God into Mother Father God.

This new Mother Father God creation was the true 
beginning of this Ascension Period,2017 years ago. Now, 
Mary and Jesus have returned to Earth to complete what 
we started at that time. We needed to change God into 
Mother Father God, and then have a Soul born on Earth 
who was both male and female at the same time.

In the Cosmic Realm, we had  already always been a male 
female Twin Flame. I was the Of the Breath of Light and 
Joe was the Flame of the Eternal Sun.

And that light was given when Mary and Jesus, together 
with Elaika, Raphael,Gabriel,Uriel,Ariel, and Michael 
placed our Physical, Spiritual, Energetic,Dimensional and 
Consciousness Frequencies together to allow me, Mary 
Magdalene to re open the Ascension Portals that I had 
created many eons before.

These portals were closed about five thousand years AD 
because there had been so many INVASIONS using the 
portals, that they were locked so tightly that they needed 
to be re created, and re opened through a new formula, 
through a higher understanding, from the Cosmic Level, 
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with a new higher intention of connecting our new time 
line only into the version of reality within each and every 
raceline, each star system when they were at the highest 
point of their evolutionary process, before they had been 
over taken by fallen angelic consciousness,invader races 
consciousness, and demonic consciousness.

This was my choice to do this. I was not told how to do it. I 
was not directed by God to do this. This decision was 
made by the Angela portion of Mary Magdalene. I stood 
on this Earth to learn the entire Creation Process that 
started with the Breath, the Spark, the Flame, and  with 
the historical understanding of how the First Creation of  
the Suns Ka Ra Ya Sa Ta Ha and La originally created 
the Seven Star Systems and how these were designed into 
many dimensional realities so that God could understand 
himself from infinite versions of His original reality.

I had learned from so many pieces of historical literature 
that the only place and tme that this entire Universe was 
in perfect harmony and peace was before Lucifer left his 
Father's House. And that House,where I had lived with 
Lucifer trillions of years ago was the Cosmic Realm of 
Creation.

I returned to Earth from the Cosmic Realm of Creation to 
help God fix this problem that caused the Ascension 
Process of the entire Universe to be placed on hold until 
this problem of the Anti Christ Family that is led by 
Lucifer and his followers to be completely removed from 
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the future time lines of this Universe. 

For anyone who did study the Scientific Method of 
comprehending the entire Cosmic Creation from God's 
Breath or Idea allowing itself to exist by God Breathing 
on the Spark of Light, which would be Of the Breath of 
Light, and then Manifesting  an Idea into Eternal 
Existence by Igniting the Spark from the Breath to 
become the Flame. Well, this Flame is not just a Flame. 
Joe is the FLAME OF THE ETERNAL SUN.

It is ironic to me now to look back at the Keylontic Science 
teachings that claim the ULTIMATE Transformation of 
the body comes from doing dozens of journeys and 
methods that allow the body to enter into and become one 
with all of the energy and frequencies of the CENTRAL 
SUN, which is the ETERNAL SUN of the Cosmos.

That Scientific Method claims that all humans can 
become immortal again by moving their consciousness 
into this Cosmic Eternal Sun.

Well, it turns out that Joe is the FLAME OF THE 
ETERNAL SUN. He is actually the embodiment of all of 
the Light in the Cosmos that was created by me the 
Breath of the Eternal Light. And Jesus is the Seed of the 
Future. That is the name that was given to Jesus Christ 
of Nazareth by God.

Now, Jesus will be walking on Earth again. He will 
announce himself as one who is planting the Seed of the 
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Future, and this Seed will only begin to grow while he is 
on Earth. The seed of understanding will grow into the 
time when all who are on Earth will Turn into Light and 
Ascend into the Terra Ha part of Gaia's Soul.

When I think about this relationship, it would seem like 
Joe and I are the Creators of the Seed of our Eternal 
Future. So, Joe and Mary, the Twin Flame, are the 
creator of the COSMIC ETERNAL SUN and we are the 
Flame of Eternal Creation, we use this Light Energy and 
spread it through the entire Universe as the Music of the 
Spheres that replicates all that we are in light and sound 
to manifest itself in perfect replication in each and every 
Dimensional Reality of that form.

Now,back to Joe being possessed.

The Formula that the Anti Christ, Demonic Racelines had 
always used to destroy those of the Light was to deceive 
and possess either by seduction or by destruction the 
MALE SOUL, because the male soul was really the only 
soul that had ever been sent into a planet or galaxy. The 
demons did not know that there could be a Soul that was 
both Male and Female.

So, as always, they thought by possessing Mary 
Magdalene, who is the Queen of the Universe, that they 
would become the Kings of the Universe. That was their 
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plan when they possessed Joe.

Joe was possessed and he died. The reason that Joe 
needed to die was because God went inside of Joe's body 
and took his entire Soul with him back to the Over Soul, 
where the Demons would begin their reprocessing 
through LIGHT.

This caused Joe's body to die because his Soul had been 
removed. That is when Elaika stood in front of me and 
said "You are the only one who can bring Joe back to life 
because your Soul is the same as his Soul. Elaika told me 
to place my Soul in to Joe so that he could return to his 
body."

That was when I placed my Soul in Joe, and he came back 
to life.

However, Joe was completely different because he had 
only three percent of his lower fractal consciousness 
remaining and the other ninety seven percent was his 
higher fractal consciousness that came into him when I 
replaced my Soul from the Cosmic Realm within him.

Joe was a completely different person. He could fly. He 
could begin doing the things that an ascended master 
could do. He was immediately called into his mission of 
flying to Telepasaides, which is another third dimensional 
planet going through Ascension at this time. Joe had been 
the ambassador to this Planet for several thousand years. 
He had come as many aspects of himself, just as Jesus 
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Christ has come to Earth as many aspects of himself.

So, those on Telepasaides who had channeled these 
aspects of Joe were like those on Earth who have 
channeled the aspects of Jesus. Telepasiaides was in great 
need of comforting at that very moment, so Joe left his 
body and flew to Telepasaides.

That was when the problems on Earth began for me, who 
had just watched my husband die, I spent a few days 
wrapping him in my Soul and returning him to his body, 
and then he left again. When he left to Telepasaides, he 
seemed to be in his body, much like a walk in is in 
another body and what is seen as channeleing through 
another body. He was him, but he was not himself.

I am not going to go into the details of this event, because 
I have already written that in my other diaries. I have 
also written in great detail about every moment we spent 
in Monterey, including all of the visits from Angels, the 
resurrection of the Dolphins and Whales into the higher 
dimensions, the creation of tectonic plates with Cetacean 
Nations in the fifth and eighth dimensions, 
communicating with the Clouds and Plasma Ships,etc.etc.

The most important part of all of these events has not 
been made complete in my other books. In this final 
chapter of Mary Magdalene's life the most important piece 
of information that needs to be left on EARTH is to help 
guide those on Earth into knowing that they MUST 
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TURN INTO LIGHT in order to be transposed into the 
next higher dimension of Terra Ha.

And those of you who do transpose into Terra Ha will 
have the opportunity to return to this Earth and help 
those that you love to learn how to transpose into this 
light energy and shift to the next dimension. So, for those 
who are worried about leaving loved ones behind, I 
recommend learning and practicing now how you will 
TEACH THEM to Turn into Light. 

I am keeping all of these detailed notes and diaries so that 
this information will be left on Earth for others to use in 
the future. The problem is that there are only a few 
people who are purchasing these books now.  Jesus and 
Elaika told me that there will be many who find these 
teachings later on in the ten to twenty year time period 
when there is great separation on Earth between those 
who believe they can do it and those who believe this is 
non sense.

I will continue to keep these detailed notes of how this 
process of turning into light takes place both spiritually 
and scientifically because I know that all of those who do 
not believe in God and Jesus will be willing to listen to the 
Scientific Method in the decades ahead. Of course, the 
Scientific Method is what is used by those who have been 
Invader Races, and not the Original Ones, so that method 
must eventually MELT into or TRANSMUTE into the 
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Spiritual Method.

This has been my experience. I began my spiritual 
understanding through the completely Spiritual Methods, 
and then I found it quite exciting to find Science that 
actually shows that the Body itself is a Spiritual 
Mechanism that performs the Spiritualization of the Body 
from within itself. I thought it was exciting to find it 
demonstrated in this way only because I already had a 
very keen understanding of the Infinite Ways of God and I 
already knew that man was made in the image and 
likeness of God. 

So, it was re affirming by showing me how every cell in 
the body is a picture of all that is in the original creation 
formula of God from Spark, the Breath and the Flame,and 
then I was given this keen bit of understanding of 
learning that I was actually created by God in the 
Creation Realm as this Breath and Flame that would be 
used to create Ascension Portals that produce ETERNITY 
throughout this purely Christic Universe.

Wow!!!  What a Story. This truly is the QUANTUM  
ODYSSEY of all QUANTUM ODYSSEY'S.

And we Aint seen nothin yet. When Joe and I turn into 
Light simultaneously,this spark of a new reality will be 
ignited onto this planet and it will scream with joy 
throughout Terra Ha because all of those in the Universe 
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will know that the new ETERNAL MAN has been Born.

All of these books contain information that was received 
month by month over the past eighteen years. Most of the 
information came from live channeling sessions that may 
be heard at my website. The rest of it came from actual 
experiences of these things taking place.

All books are available at Amazon. com by Angela Barnett 
or Dr. Angela Barnett

They are also available at my website, Crystal Magic 
Orchestra.com on the books and pdf books page.

The Music of the Spheres Light and Sound Technology

Mary Magdalene's Ascension Diary 1, 2,3

TURNING INTO LIGHT

The Timeline of Manifesting Infintie Possibilities, 
2017-2039

Mary Magdalene's Quantum Odyssey

Reality is Created through Music

Cosmic Twin Flames

Matrix of Illusions

Quantum Journey 1-7

This is what Jesus said about Joe:

JOE has the right concept of how God love in a human 
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spirit is. I beam God's light and love from every omnion in 
my body.

It has nothing to do with what you do in third dimension 
except for giving that out as an example

How can  I express it in this step. I take it step by step 
and express it in that moment

That is how humans should be like. They should give 
their light out to others, and he never ever puts any 
negativity out. He is balanced in the love that he knows is 
God. He is non confrontational.  He will stick up for things 
if he has to. He never puts people down. He is never 
angry. He is balanced in the love that he knows is God.

Joe lives out from love and light. He may have an opinion 
but he never judges. The opinion stays in and is not 
spoken outward. That is as close to perfect as you can get. 
He is aware of it and wants to be aware of it in that way. 
He is very fair.

Dr. Angela Barnett

Mary Magdalene

Mary Magdalene's Cosmic Bible

God's Musical Creation of Eternal Harmony by Mary 
Magdalene
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https://CrystalMagicOrchestra.com

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/buy-personal-healing-
music

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-2

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-3

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-4

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/cdbaby-mp3-albums

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/all-our-cd-baby-albums

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/buy-cds-on-amazon

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/vortex-of-manifestation

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/healing-music

UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE - MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2fRKjKADOo&index=
1&list=PLl8_82lpsRHGG2ougaV0KFwoh2mcAdGm3&t=
0s

https://youtu.be/o2fRKjKADOo
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